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“But I can’t find the source, just like it suddenly appeared! Suddenly it changed into a world!”

“Ordinary people are all martial arts, super powers. The strength of the previous martial arts
suddenly skyrocketed… I don’t know. Wherever it started… the whole world suddenly
changed…”

“To be exact, it should be after Levi Garrison disappeared… the whole world changed…
Except for Lucifer and other people in the Lab of the Gods, everyone was active for a year.
There is no sense of existence…”

…

abnormal!

Not normal at all!

Suddenly the world has changed!

A lot of quick skills and skills appeared!

All kinds of medicines and techniques to transform the human body or other have appeared!

The advanced and developed technology for decades has appeared without warning!

…

Is this possible?

Where do they all come from?

Obviously someone is manipulating it!



Levi Garrison thinks so!

There must be a black hand controlling everything secretly!

He firmly believes that it is the laboratory of the gods!

The new era is the masterpiece of the Lab of the Gods…

“It is also with the advent of the new era that we can cooperate with the inside and outside,
and kill the Lab of the Gods! Otherwise, we will hardly have a chance…”

Maya industry executives exclaimed.

They would also like to thank the arrival of the new era in order to get rid of the Lab of the
Gods.

Levi Garrison shook his head helplessly, and sneered in his heart: “You are actually
deceived! The New Era is made by the Lab of the Gods…” It

can even be said.

The new era is an experiment in the Lab of the Gods!

Keep the whole world firmly in their hands.

It’s like Kirin ( Qilin ) and Xiao Feng who practiced them all for them.

Just like the lab mouse.

They can trample to death at any time.

When the Lab of the Gods returns, then it is time for disaster.

Furthermore.

What kind of existence is the Lab of the Gods that can make a group of traitors rebel?

It’s absolutely impossible!



Thinking too much.

But everyone was skeptical before.

Now that he turned into a dark god, no one doubted it anymore.

Absolute strength can conceal all suspicions…

This time the negotiation meeting, Levi Garrison is truly a worthwhile trip.

Knowing the origin of Maya industry, it is more and more certain that the initiator of the
changes in the new era is the laboratory of the gods.

Next, we must fully guard against the laboratory of the gods…

“Dark God, in order to show our sincerity in cooperation! We can also tell you a secret…”

the leader of Maya Industry said.

“Ah? What’s the secret?”

Levi Garrison was taken aback.

Are there any secrets?

“Dark God, do you also know the purpose of our primeval forest challenge? In order to
collect the offensive methods of all parties.

This time we got half of the data! After our investigation and in-depth research, we found
that the strong men of this challenge, no matter where they came from, The sources of what
they practiced are all highly overlapped! They just evolved into tens of thousands of ways…”

Levi Garrison was surprised: “Could it be that they are actually practicing the same thing?”

Xiao Feng and the others had given himself the technique, but Levi Garrison didn’t even look
at it.

“Yes, it can be said that it is the same kind of quick-made thing…”



“And if you practice it to a certain level, it may be backlash…Practicing these techniques will
eventually lead to destruction.”

Levi Garrison couldn’t sit still.

“What? Will backlash? Eventually perish…”

Levi Garrison was shocked.

Could it be that Zoey, Kirin ( Qilin ) and the others practiced quick skills.

Will eventually perish?

Then I must stop them! ! !

“Okay, let’s cooperate! I will mention a few of the conditions later!”

Levi Garrison eagerly promised to cooperate.

After that, he hurried back to his residence.

He is not the image of the dark god, but the image of himself.

“Zoey, gather everyone together! I have something big to announce! Quick! Give it to me!”
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Levi Garrison was really worried.

If it is really as he thought.

So much trouble!

The Lab of the Gods has always existed!

They are experimenting with the whole world!



They made everything in the new era…

ancient relics, ancient civilizations, various exercises, various advanced technologies…

everything comes from the laboratories of the gods!

So everything makes sense!

The poor people are so stupid that they really think that a new era is coming. After getting
some benefits and sweetness, all of them are crazy.

Kylin and they are typical representatives!

Think about it this way.

Maya Industry is now one of the top powers.

At the world’s leading level… But

the technology they depend on for their livelihoods turned out to be the remnants of the
laboratories of the gods two or three years ago… For

example, special elements, the whole world is helpless…

Mutants of the living dead can’t be killed…

Just the old things before. , But slapped the new era fiercely!

What ancient everything is eliminated… It’s

all a bullshit!

In fact, everything is an experiment in the laboratory of the gods!

What they had before was even more advanced and terrifying than the terrible new era!

Will such a powerful laboratory of the gods be eliminated?



How is it possible?

Who has this ability?

There is a problem when I think about it!

Also, the blood clan was awakened at the beginning, and it is estimated that many ancient
clan have also been awakened.

Everything is the action of the laboratory of the gods.

It is probably their plan.

The traitors of Maya Industry thought it was they who overthrew the Lab of the Gods.

Little do they know that they are pawns!

Maybe the people in the Lab of the Gods instigated them, and every step they took was
designed by the Lab of the Gods.

Now Levi Garrison became more and more suspicious that everything was the action of the
Lab of the Gods.

They released a lot of advanced things to change this era.

Also, the original hope to get the Doomsday Seed Bank is enough to explain everything…

“Ah? What’s the matter?”

Zoey was frightened by Levi Garrison’s sudden panic movements.

“Hurry up and gather people together! I’ll tell you something later!”

Levi Garrison urged.

Soon.

Zoey summoned all those who could be summoned.



In addition to Azure Dragon (Qinglong) Kirin ( Qilin ) they are in Kunlun industry.

Xiao Feng and the Evil Sword God are all here.

“What the hell is the master calling us so anxiously?”

Everyone thought something big had happened.

“Hurry up, give us all your exercises and abilities! What you gave before has been divided up
by those people. I’m not coming back!”

Levi Garrison said anxiously.

He wants to study their exercises again to see if they are the same as Maya Industry said.

If you practice it to a deeper level, you will be backlash…you

can hear Levi Garrison’s words.

Everyone was stunned.

This is such an urgent event? ? ? ?

Everyone really thought something serious happened.

Zoey and others secretly squeezed a cold sweat…

“The master gathered us in a hurry for this???”

Zhou Ke looked incredulous.

“Yes, that’s it! Get out all your exercises quickly!”

Levi Garrison was rubbing his hands anxiously.

Everyone still doesn’t understand.

At this time Xiao Feng laughed and said: “Good thing! Good thing! Great thing!”



“Huh?”

Everyone was taken aback first, and then they all reacted.

“It’s a good thing! It’s a good thing indeed!”

Zoey and others laughed.

For a long time, they have been attacking Levi Garrison with verbal satire, and they also
created despair for him in the virgin forest, just to make him wake up, know his
shortcomings, and adapt to everything in this new era.

Yesterday, several old acquaintances were bluntly ironic…

Now it seems that Levi Garrison can’t bear it anymore.

Completely awakened!

I guess I want to go crazy and improve myself!

Now he has taken the initiative to ask them for the new era exercises!

This is a good phenomenon!

Isn’t it what they want to see?
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Levi Garrison didn’t know they had misunderstood.

I thought I had used these exercises to practice.

“Congratulations, Master for awakening! This is my exercise and combat skills for you! I
hope Master will take off soon!”

Xiao Feng took out all the things at the bottom of his box.



“And mine! Master!”

Zhou Ke also took it out.

“My!”

Sword Evil God !

Poison evil god!

Demon God!

……

Everyone handed over all of their own exercises one by one.

Levi Garrison took everything away.

“From now on, I want to retreat. Don’t disturb me by anyone!”

Levi Garrison also exhorted.

“Hahaha…”

Everyone laughed.

“It seems that Master is really anxious! I want to increase the fastest speed!”

Xiao Feng smiled.

“Yes, after getting these exercises, I went to retreat non-stop! Let us not bother, I guess I
want to save face! Hahaha…”

“Brothers, once the master gets serious! Then he will improve soon! Very much! Soon
everyone will be able to see him on the list of gods!”

“We, we have to hurry up! Don’t let the master surpass us!”



…

Levi Garrison’s unintentional act moved everyone.

One by one, they gritted their teeth, and then they will go crazy and practice, guarding their
rankings, and not letting Master surpass them.

Zoey smiled sincerely when he saw this scene.

This is what she wants to see!

Levi Garrison is finally on the way!

This is the best news she has heard…

As for the March period, there are still ten days!

In ten days later, Levi Garrison would definitely lose miserably.

But now that Levi Garrison started practicing these exercises, the result was different.

Ten days may improve very high!

Entering the god list is a bit exaggerated!

But if you enter the top three thousand of the quasi god list, there is still a chance…

After all, the practice of this era is to improve fast, and the speed is the same as riding a
rocket.

“These ten days are really exciting! I am even more looking forward to it than before!”

Zoey smiled.

In the original March, she just wanted to see how miserable Levi Garrison was and how far
away from herself.

The bigger the smaller! ! !



But now it’s different!

What she wanted to see was how small the gap between Levi Garrison and herself was in
the end, the smaller the better.

So she looked forward to…

even if they didn’t collect the unicorns.

But Levi Garrison also collected a lot of skills of the gods and quasi gods.

On this day and night, he carefully studied all the exercises.

I didn’t miss a little detail.

He wants to see if the major discoveries of Maya Industry are right…

outside at this time.

The story about the cooperation between the Dark God and Maya Industry has spread.

These two forces are united, and everyone must be afraid…

As for Zoey, they don’t care about this.

They only care about Levi Garrison’s condition.

Because Levi Garrison was uncharacteristically.

Along with Kirin ( Qilin ), Azure Dragon (Qinglong) and the others hurried over.

Everyone surrounded Levi Garrison’s house.

Even Fan Yanan and Shura are here… They all

want to know what kind of excitement Levi Garrison is getting, why suddenly want to drive…

They said before that they can help!



Now I ran to ask Levi Garrison if he needed help.

Everyone sits together and speaks freely.

Exchange the experience of the exercises with each other.

At the same time, everyone looked forward to Levi Garrison.

Can he create a myth in this new era?

“I’m looking forward to it! He was once known as the opponent of my life! If he didn’t do
anything in this era, I believe many people would feel boring!”

Shura said.

“Yes, now the boss has practiced well, let’s wait. Within half a year, a king will come!”

Azure Dragon (Qinglong) smiled.

“Why are there so many people?” At

this moment, a voice sounded.

Levi Garrison came out.
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He just came out of the villa.

After spending a whole day and night.

He finally found the answer! ! !

Maya Industry’s data analysis is right!

Thousands of skills are actually the same, coming from the same source.



It’s just ever-changing and evolving into different ways.

There are eastern ancient martial arts forms, western superpower forms… but

it’s actually a kind of thing! ! !

You can discover the essence by peeling off the cocoon!

As a result, the essence of everything is the same!

And Levi Garrison researched to practice every exercise to the extreme…

Sure enough, it will be backlashed…

The end of all the exercises is backlash!

After all, it is a quick way, without a certain foundation.

When you practice to the extreme, there is no foundation to support you, and you will
naturally be killed by backlash.

It is estimated that these exercises are just experiments. People only need to collect data
and don’t care whether you die or not…

But the creators of these thousands of exercises are also powerful people…

Obviously it is a quick method, but it has evolved into thousands. Gongfa.

Here it is.

Levi Garrison became more and more convinced that all of this was the plan of the Gods
Lab!

Therefore, these exercises must not be practiced!

He naturally can’t control everyone in the world.

But he can control one-third of the control of the Bible organization…



and his own brothers and apprentices.

It is also controllable!

After verifying everything, Levi Garrison hurried out.

I just saw so many people here.

Levi Garrison was surprised.

Then he smiled.

“Okay, it’s better for everyone to get together! I won’t go look for them one by one!”

“Huh?”

Hearing Levi Garrison’s words.

Everyone was taken aback.

I don’t know what Levi Garrison is going to do?

“Why did you leave the customs? Is there any problem? Still need help?”

Zoey asked in surprise.

It stands to reason that Levi Garrison would take at least ten and a half days to retreat.

How come out day and night.

“Kunlun, I heard that you have already started to practice! Do you need my help? I can give
you all of my exercises!”

Asura War God said.

“It’s



okay as well as ours!” Seven Kills, Breaking the Army and they also began to express their
opinions.

Azure Dragon (Qinglong) saw Levi Garrison’s strangeness, and asked curiously: “Boss,
what’s wrong with you? I think your complexion is a bit wrong! Isn’t something going
wrong????”

“Ah? Something happened?”

Everyone felt Ye There is something wrong with King’s Landing.

The complexion is terrible.

Did something really happen?

Hundreds of eyes stared at him.

Levi Garrison nodded: “Something has happened! It is indeed

something wrong !” “Ah? What’s the matter?”

Everyone became more nervous.

“There is a problem with your practice! Everyone has a problem!”

Levi Garrison even looked at Asura God of War and Fan Shengnan and said, “Even yours
have problems!”

That’s right!

Although the god of war, they belong to the Bible organization!

But the God of Darkness only pointed out one or two things, and what they practiced is still
a product of the new era.

Including plum dyeing too.



She has practiced a lot of things, taught to her by the Dark God, and also have the exercises
she has obtained herself in the new era.

Especially after it was abolished this time.

Zoey’s practice is the quick success method of the new era.

That’s why the recovery is so fast, and the improvement is so fast.

At best, the God of Darkness will guide and train.

It’s not her thing at all to practice…The

Dark God is very sinister, he just wants to train Zoey into a machine.

How can you take out all your hole cards and teach Zoey…

“Listen to me, from now on, give up your practice! The sooner you give up, the better!”

“Yes! Everyone in the room must give up! ! Give up quickly!” The

words are not surprising and endless.

As soon as Levi Garrison said this, the field immediately became silent.

Confused!

Everyone is dumbfounded!

Everyone looked at him incredulously!
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Puzzled!

Deeply puzzled!



Especially Shura God of War and Fan Shengnan.

It’s even more embarrassing!

This person suddenly said-let them give up the practice of cultivation?

Why? ? ?

Zoey, Azure Dragon (Qinglong) and the others were not so surprised!

After all, Levi Garrison said before, let them practice his basic exercises!

Abandon all their current exercises and tactics, etc…

I don’t understand it!

It was okay at the beginning!

After all, Levi Garrison still didn’t understand this era, and his thoughts remained three years
ago.

But at this moment, let them give up their current practice.

Why?

Didn’t he wake up suddenly?

Didn’t he practice hard?

How could they suddenly come out and make them give up?

Don’t understand!

Everyone looked at him suspiciously!

Levi Garrison looked at everyone, “Let’s put it this way, I have studied for a day and a night,
and I have studied all the things you gave me! I found two major problems…”



“What???”

Everyone looked over.

“The first one-don’t look at your diverse skills! In fact, it is a kind of thing in essence! It is a
quick way! Not surprisingly, yours is the same as theirs…”

Levi Garrison looked at Xiang Xiuluo God of War and Fan Shengnan and others.

It means that theirs is the same as the others in the room.

“What? Master, what do you mean is that all of us here practice a kind of exercise??”

Xiao Feng’s eyes were about to fly out.

“Ah? Is this possible?”

Zhou Ke and others also stared.

Levi Garrison nodded, “Yeah! That’s right! It’s a quick way! It’s just evolved into a thousand
exercises by an expert! There are so many different kinds of skills to adapt to! All of you
practice the same thing!”

“Fart!!!”

“It’s ridiculous! Kunlun, how could we practice the same thing? It’s not that we haven’t
played against each other!” The

God of War refused to agree.

Kirin ( Qilin ) also immediately said, “Yes, I fought with Asura God of War! The exercises of
the two of us are completely different!”

“Yes, we have fought against each other! I haven’t found out who has the same exercises! “

And the place where we get the exercises is different! It’s like the unicorn was found in the
Xishu area of   Daxia! I am the Western Deep Sea! He is in the Arctic area…”



…

Everyone started to debate.

Their sources, attributes, etc. are all different.

Levi Garrison insisted on saying that it was the same…

Everyone was a little angry.

Zoey stared at Levi Garrison angrily.

What happened to him in this retreat for a day and a night?

“Come on! Tell me about your reasons! Why do you think it is the same?” The

God of War asked Levi Garrison.

“This… hey… with your strength, it is difficult for me to explain to you…”

Levi Garrison wanted to explain.

But the strength of this group of people is too weak!

I don’t understand the explanation at all!

If they could understand it themselves, wouldn’t they have discovered the problem early?

Why wait until now? ? ?

Levi Garrison sneered helplessly, “Your strength is too weak! I can’t explain to you! You can’t
see the essence!”

Or he has the technology of Maya Industry for data analysis.

But this is also difficult.

It can’t be achieved for a while.



“Well, well, we are too weak to explain, are we?”

Shura God of War sneered.

“Then you said two questions? Come on! The second one!”

Asura asked the God of War.

“If you all practice the exercises to the end, it will be destroyed! After you reach a certain
height, you will encounter backlash! All will die!”

“So, from now on, you must give up the exercises! Not persuasion! Forced! Compulsory! You
give up!”

Levi Garrison solemnly instructed.

“This…”

Everyone was dumbfounded!

But how could they believe Levi Garrison?


